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“Simply

sophisticated.“

Stunning performance.
And more.
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ARTIS
higher level.

Let 

take you to a ARTIS™ represents a true

breakthrough in hearing

instrument design. It offers

you more advanced features

than any hearing instrument

in its class, for a higher

level of comfort,

reliability, and

performance.



A comfortable and convenient
hearing experience.
ARTIS employs a TwinMic™ directional microphone system,
available for most models, that is both automatic and adaptive.
This leading-edge technology is clinically proven to improve
speech understanding — especially in listening situations 
with variable background noises. ARTIS also has a convenient
AutoPhone feature for most custom and BTE (Behind-the-Ear)
models, that simplifies using the telephone. ARTIS even has
alerting tones to remind you when it’s time to change batteries.

New nanocoated housings. ARTIS BTE models feature new
nanocoated housings that repel water, sweat, and dirt, for easy
cleaning and enhanced reliability. 

The e2e wireless™ advantage. ARTIS is also available with
breakthrough e2e wireless (ear-to-ear) technology, which
synchronizes two instruments to ensure the best possible
localization and directivity. It also gives you convenient, one touch
control of both instruments. Your Hearing Care Professional can
tell you more about the many benefits of ARTIS with e2e.

ARTIS.
Simply sophisticated.

A style to fit every need.
ARTIS is available in a huge variety of styles, including
custom, BTE and open fit designs to fit virtually any
hearing need. And it comes in a broad selection of
colors to blend with a wide range of skin tones. 

Open fit option. For those who prefer an open fit
instrument, Siemens offers ARTIS Life. It has no earhook
or visible controls, just an ultra-thin tubing that delivers
sound into the ear. It’s virtually invisible when worn.

Why settle for less? Let ARTIS take you to a higher level
of comfort, convenience, and performance.

To learn more about ARTIS, speak with your 
Hearing Care Professional.

ARTIS e2e Micro-CIC™ with
ePocket™ remote control

Innovative technology for
outstanding performance.
ARTIS was designed with an advanced level of
technology usually found only in higher-end
hearing instruments. Its long list of innovative
features includes a 12-channel digital noise
management and speech enhancement system
that reduces annoying background noises, 
like traffic and air conditioners, without
compromising speech understanding. It also
employs a sophisticated, high-speed phase
cancellation feedback management system that
helps minimize or eliminate feedback (whistling)
while maximizing comfort. ARTIS even has a
wind noise reduction feature on directional
models to help optimize performance outdoors.

ARTIS Life BTE ARTIS S BTE
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Hearing instruments may help

people hear better, but no hearing

instrument can solve every problem

or restore hearing back to normal.
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ARTIS Hearing Systems are available at:


